EXCLUSIVE SALMON FISHING IN NAMSEN COMBINED WITH PRACTICAL SHOOTING TRAINING
WITH SHOTGUN, PISTOL/REVOLVER, AND RIFLE AT SOLUM SHOOTING RANGE
Salmon fishing in the famous river Namsen is always exiting
and has attracted sport fishers from all over the world for
nearly 200 years. Our unique and healthy salmon population is
well known for both its size and volume. In the river Namsen,
exiting experiences and encounters with salmon awaits you.
We practice “catch and release”, and the salmon is therefore
unhooked and returned to the water shortly after being captured.
In addition to salmon fishing, we offer practical shooting training with various weapons at Solum Shooting Range in Harran.
At the shooting range only 10 minutes from Namsentunet, we
practice mostly with shotguns, pistols, and rifles. Here you will
meet competent instructors who will instruct you in how to
handle the different weapons. We have our own skeet shooting
field and shooting ranges for rifles and pistols. During the stay,
all our guests must pass the Norwegian hunting proficiency
test for big game hunters. Our instructors are skilled and well
educated leaders from either the police force or the Norwegian military officer candidate school.
The package includes the following: All guest transport, full
board accommodation in single rooms, practical shooting
training with weapons and Norwegian hunting proficiency for
big game hunters certificate, shooting instructors with three
different weapons, borrowing of weapons and ammunition,
salmon fishing guides, rotation between shooting training and
salmon fishing, and three events in Grong in the evenings.
Number of guests per group: 4-8 persons.
Time and length of stay: Five days in the period ranging from
June 1st to September 15th.
PROGRAM
Day 1. We pick you up at Trondheim Airport Værnes. Check in
at Namsentunet or in Vikna. Dinner together upon arrival at
Namsentunet. Information from the hosts about the stay and
meeting with the instructors. The group is divided into two
groups; salmon fishing and practical shooting training. Rotation between the groups.
Social activities and relaxation. Sauna and Jacuzzi in
the evening.
Days 2, 3, and 4.
Group 1: Salmon fishing in Namsen for four hours accompanied by guides. Land and/or boat fishing.
Group 2: Follows one of the shooting instructors to the
skeet shooting field at Solum for four hours.

Lunch at Namsentunet for both groups at 1 pm. Group
rotation.
Group 1: Follows one of the shooting instructors to the
skeet shooting field at Solum for four hours.
Group 2: Salmon fishing in Namsen for four hours accompanied by guides. Land and/or boat fishing.
Each eventing will contain one event or experience.
Day 4: Farewell dinner where you will receive a local gift.
Day 5. Breakfast. Check out. Departure for Trondheim Airport
Værnes.

